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Nintendo first made its first major attempt at mobile games on smart devices with Super Mario Run in late 2016. Today, our multi-hundred hero is used for his next profession in the latest mobile version of the Japanese company. Dr. Mario World is out - the day before - on iOS and Android, and gives candy crush-style
match players three experience with nintendo flavor. The original Dr. Mario was released in 1990 and designed by Takahiro Harada, who also worked as the lead developer of metroid 2: Return of Samus. Mario puts on a doctor's outfit in a puzzler and fits colorful pill capsules to destroy viruses. The first game was a fall
block game similar to Tetris, but mobile game Dr. Mario World has capsules to enter the puzzle from the bottom of the screen, not from above. You also have a limited amount of capsules to remove viruses from, so the game encourages a slower and more methodical approach compared to similar games. Dr. Mario
World is free-to-start, which means you'll be able to work through a set of levels without having to spend a dime. Taking on puzzle games requires your heart and you start with an infinite heart as you work through stages that teach you how to play and get you addicted to the rhythm of Dr. Mario World before asking for
money. Additional menu options, such as online versus online mode, are blocked until level 20 is completed in single-player mode, so this is likely when the free-to-start path is over. Microtransactions are an obvious problem in these types of games and Dr. Mario World actually has them. You use diamonds to unlock
more hearts and buy diamonds for real money. Five hearts equals the five puzzles you play and you can get them with 10 diamonds. 30 diamonds give you one hour of unlimited play. Here's a breakdown of diamond prices: 20 diamonds - $2,53 diamonds - $5,110 diamonds - $10,250 diamonds - $20,550 diamonds -
$40, $1,050-$70, While Dr. Mario World doesn't get you working with the clock in every puzzle, you will be burning through the levels if you use one of the hearts that gives you an hour to play. Like the wildly popular candy crush game, you can connect Dr. Mario World to your Facebook account and ask your friends for
hearts as well. To date, it has all made typical addictive mobile puzzle games. The performance of this game will certainly color how Nintendo continues to move forward in the mobile gaming space, especially with the upcoming Mario Kart Tour. Editor's recommendations Among us on Android and iOS can get these new
featuresAs part of us, the social deduction game that has become quite popular these days, has some new features on PC and Steam in betaTIMESOFINDIA.COM | Update: October 12, 2020, 10:07 p.m. ISTAmong Us, a social deduction game that has become quite popular these days, has several function functions
PC and Steam platforms are beta, according to the Attack Of The Fanboy report. While pc gaming is expected to get new features in the future, they can also be added to the game on Android and iOS platforms. Although there has not yet been official information about the updates, several changes have been made to
the game, according to the report. Here are some additional features. Anonymous voices, taskbar options, and Daltonist support is an anonymous voting feature that has been added. This means that no one will be able to see who voted against them, which adds another layer of mystery to the gameplay. There are three
options on the taskbar: Always, Meetings, or Never. The default setting is set to Always, but you can switch between Meetings and Never, which means that the taskbar appears only during meetings or never at all, respectively. With Never, the task for crew members becomes more difficult, and scammers will also be



able to lie about tasks. To make blind players of color more efficiently perform in-game cabling tasks, developer InnerSloth will add several updates. Among us tips and tricks: Gameplay, features and beginner's guideAmong us broadcast by an American politician to encourage people to voteDozee, a health monitor that
works hard during sleepCardiaMobile 6L, effective pocket machine ECGHow to get rid of many application pages using the new app library in iOS 14Among Us tips and tricks: Gameplay, features and beginner's guideSlash Quest is the latest game to reach the Apple Arcade Love and the happiest of us will celebrate
Valentine's Day with someone special. And if you eat somewhere nice on vacation, you will probably spend more than a few minutes waiting for the seat. Why not pass the time with Valentine themed content in your favorite mobile game? We have nine Christmas games for him and her that you don't want to put off when
you order on time. Bejeweled Blitz from PopCap Bejeweled Blitz is a quick spin-off of the original Bejeweled match-3 game. Matches last exactly one minute, so players need to hurry up to score as many matches and points as they can before the clock expires. With great leaderboard support and lots of useful items to
save and buy, Bejeweled Blitz is one of the most addictive puzzle games out there. The Valentine's Day update to Bejeweled Blitz brings the following features: Rare Heart Stone Gem: This new Rare Gem replaces some of the red gems with hearts that explode in heart-shaped patterns and increase the scoring potential
with a multiplier effect. New Starter Boards: Each game starts with an exceptionally patterned board. You can experiment with your first moves to see how cascades fall and develop a starting strategy for different boards. Free Coins: After playing the gem Heart, touch one of the nine hearts that appear. Appears. Players
can win up to 70,000 coins from cupid Bejeweled Blitz. Bejeweled Blitz is perfect for fans of Candy Crush Saga, puzzle games in general, and bright, shiny stuff. Bingo PartyLand from DeNA One of the most popular mobile bingo games around, Bingo PartyLand allows players to compete with friends and enemies from
around the world. Play up to 8 cards at a time, buy magic boosts to get bonuses, and collect lots of cool items as you progress through your Bingo career. Valentine's Sweet Bonus event runs until February 15th: Join the holiday-themed bingo room Lover's Island Pick up Valentine's Day treats to decorate your beach with
a double prize for each bingo winner! How much time has passed since you played Bingo? You can't get five in a row if you're not playing. Fluttering: Butterfly Sanctuary with DeNA Butterfly lovers will find a lot to box as in this butterfly garden simulator. They tend to own a personal rainforest, nurturing butterflies through
their different stages of life. Collect a huge variety of butterflies and flora, interact with a family of butterflies or just relax on the realistic sounds of rainforests. Aphrodite event runs until February 16: Collect a new set of Aphrodite butterflies! Complete the Aphrodite Set to receive a special rose decoration for your forest.
Treasure Chests from gifts to friends offer more chances to collect the event flower needed to attract special limited butterflies. Flutter is a very fun game - but it gets grindy in the end. Gate with Spicy Horse Games and DeNA Craving something darker on Valentine's Day? Fallen warriors wake up in the underworld with
only one diversion to deal with: large-scale deathmatches. Collect and build an arsenal of warriors as you progress through the single-player campaign. Take part in real-time strategic battles against the processor or take part in online battles with other players. Love Tale of the Marianas event runs until February 20: The
best players can win a limited Valentine's Card. Earn limited Marianas cards through PvE missions, PvP arena battles, and captus! Use this code before Valentine's Day for free Bottle of Hope and advanced captus items: C-5S27-7D5G-AFCF Gateway presents an addictive mix of real-time strategy and card collecting,
but it's also very difficult. GI JOE: Battleground from DeNA Boys can celebrate Valentine's Day with this game based on joe's classic II property and lines. Collect, train and assemble your own team of heroic Joes or cobra's deadly agents. Take part in card battles against the computer and other players. The card artwork
is illustrated by gi joe's actual comic and artist figure when the Worlds Collide event runs until February 19th: Get involved in an alternate world where anything can happen will steeler and baroness find love or be pulled out by their warring sides? If you loved reading G.I. Joe's bios as a child, you'll love doing the same
with the cards you collect on Battleground. Hellfire: Recall from DeNA Perhaps you need a more gruesome card-collecting experience to counter the frills of Valentine's Day hearts. Hellfire allows players to collect beautifully illustrated fantasy cards and fight AI or other players. Actual battles have a unique interactive
element: players roll boulders at targets in a similar way to skeeball. The Valentinus event lasts until February 17: Valentinus fell in love with a girl with a pure heart, but her father rejects their love because of the differences in the wealth of their families. Catch all the Love Nymphs in the woods to help Valentinus marry
the girl of his dreams! Card games, skeeball and monsters go surprisingly well together. Kingdom Age by GREE The only construction game in our Christmas roundup comes from GREE. Players will start with a small settlement and build it into a huge kingdom. To make things more interesting, you can also go on RPG-
style missions where you explore dungeons and fight monsters. With three different classes to play, hundreds of quests and PvP combat, Kingdom Age offers far more depth than the average city builder. The Star Crossed Lovers event runs until February 17: The quest was inspired by a real couple who met in-game
and eventually moved on to living together. Complete this chain of three quests to earn the coveted special edition reward: Kay and Sheera, Dark Strider Heroes (custom avatars of the pair), who offer a sizable +3% alliance attack. Not everyone can expect an affair with Kingdom Age, but the social elements of the game
are appreciated. Monster Match with DeNA Collecting and Raising a Monster Team is fun enough on its own. But throw a colorful puzzle game into the mix and watch out. Monster Match allows players to explore dungeons and complete missions to find new monsters. Actual battles include a gem-matching puzzle game,
as opposed to Puzzles and Dragons or Puzzle Quest. With the Parrot Trap event just wrapped up, the Valentine's Day event now lasts until February 19th: voodoo toucan judges a beautiful swan to be vain and transforms it into an ugly duckling. Complete the event to teach the swan the meaning of true love and restore
it to its proper form! Monster Match is nice and inviting, but sometimes you'll have to wait for your stamina to reload to continue playing. Word Science from WildTangent Studios To clean up your Valentine's palate, only a word game will do. Word Science puts players behind the letter lab. These letters enlarge the four-
band conveyor belt and you need to arrange them to create words before the time runs out. Use power-ups or create longer words to increase results Hypothesis that you are the best word game player around. Valentine's Day: Build words that relate to the science of love and Valentine's Day celebrations. Add one part
English and one part learning, and the result is a clever word game. We can earn commission for purchases using our links. Learn more. More.
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